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M+M Creative 
Studio

edmunds.com, detroit

Clockwise from top: Flooring throughout is polished concrete; automobile manufacturer logos printed on 
3M film wrap a column. Racing red animates walls and privacy partitions. Signage at the entry was 
designed and built by the last remaining neon-sign firm in Detroit.  

When automotive price-finding Web site Edmunds.com decided to move from the Detroit  

burbs to downtown, it reached out to a familiar team: Christopher and Sandra Mitchell of  

M+M Creative Studio, who six years earlier had designed the company’s west coast headquarters 

while principals at another firm. Spurred by the inner city’s burgeoning revitalization, the 

company leased square footage in the financial district, directly overlooking the Detroit River 

and coincidentally right next to the annual Auto Show. The program required few fixed seats; 

instead, the client wanted to explore the in-between spaces connecting collaborative and 

social working zones. So, M+M collocated a media hub and kitchenette in the multi-use great 

room and installed banquette niches along its riverside window wall, fit for casual catch-ups or 

quiet reflection. In the workspace, low-slung bench desking has minimal partitioning to foster 

maximum cross-communication, while glass-enclosed huddle rooms nearby offer space for more 

formal conference.

Layered in are elements of design-in-motion befitting the company and the car-centric city: 

angled walls, curved forms—even a motion-inspired carpet pattern (“We just couldn’t go past the 

tire skid effect,” recalls Sandra Mitchell). Throughout too, testimonials of happy customers wrap 

walls—a reminder of the power of the consumer, the very reason the company exists and thrives.

DESIGN PRINCIPALS  Christopher MitChell (Ceo); sandra MitChell (president)
PROJECT TEAM  erin lindley; sounia GMira
ARCHITECT OF RECORD  Gensler
PROJECT MANAGEMENT  Cherry and Mandel
LIGHTING DESIGN  arChiteCture and liGht
PHOTOGRAPHY  Benny Chan/Fotoworks

www.mmcreativestudio.com

5,000 sf
1 floor
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Clockwise from top left: 
Vinyl-upholstered window 
seats offer a place for 
riverside repose. Custom 
curved portals are rendered 
in solid surfacing. 
Testimonials of happy 
customers printed on clear 
vinyl wrap a hangout nook.  
In the kitchen, the border 
painted around the Corian 
surround provides a picture 
frame for snapshots of 
companywide road trips. 
Steelcase workstations 
occupy open-plan areas.  
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